SHOWNOTES
Welcome to Episode #023
Conversation with Marcus Jackson
Book Overview with Marcus Jackson and Madeline Jackson
Christians, God Says You Are Priests, 1 Peter 2:9

The following is the email sent to Marcus a week before our podcast call.

Marcus,
Here are the five central questions around which we will build our conversation. I like to have a theme for
each interview and the one I believe is good for our conversation is a quote by A. W. Tozier:
“What comes into our minds when we think about God is the most important thing about us...”
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Please tell us a little bit about who Marcus Wilson is today, and what you find occupies most of
your time.
a. This is an opportunity for you to share with the listeners something about yourself you’d
like them to know
How long have you been a Christian?, and how would you define your conversation experience?
a. Responses can go in several different directions – the target is when you knew with
certainty you’d passed from death to life.
When you think of the phrase “Believe God” - what comes to your mind as the top three things
we should believe God about?
When you think of the phrase “Follow Jesus,” what comes to your mind as the top three ways
we should follow Jesus?
Given you are not ashamed to let others know you are a Christian on your professional and
social media platforms, what kind of response do you get from secular clients and others
encountering your materials.

We’ll take no longer than 20 to 25 minutes to cover these questions in a similar conversation we had on
the phone, lite, open, engaging. We’ll tie all this together and segway into a 10 to 15 minute discussion
introducing your book. This can be a time when you and your mom are both on the phone to discuss.
Looking forward to Friday and out time together. See you on Zoom.
Grace and Peace.
Dr. Philip Zimmerman (DrZ)
Host | Bible Teacher | Guide
Way of the Bible Podcast
DrZ@WayoftheBible.com
(225) 278-1604
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